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System Descr iption

ACCESS/ONE® NETWORK OWS

O UTDOOR W IRELESS
M ESH N ETWORK
N O L IMITS

Delivering high-speed
wireless mesh networks to
the outdoor environment

Metro Wi-Fi • Hot Zone • Transpor tation • Public Safety

WIRELESS ANYWHERE

ACCESS/ONE® NETWORK OWS IS A COHERENT MULTI-RADIO, MULTI-CHANNEL
AND MULTI-RF WIRELESS MESH NETWORK SYSTEM THAT BRINGS EXTENDED
RANGE, CARRIER-CLASS COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT AND ENHANCED
SECURITY TO LARGE SCALE METROPOLITAN AND REGIONAL NETWORKS.
Access/One Network OWS enables the deployment of 802.11 networks across large
urban areas, rural counties and entire regions—ideal for government agencies, public
utility and transportation providers, and mobile users who want uninterrupted service
on a citywide basis. Unlike traditional access points that offer limited coverage within
predefined hot spots, or single radio/single RF mesh solutions that won’t scale,
Access/One Network OWS provisions wireless hot zones that can extend over
hundreds of square miles. Not an access point, but a fully integrated and coherent
wireless network infrastructure that delivers intelligence, scalability, security and
unrivaled performance to the outdoor environment.

The Future Is Now
Just imagine a high speed intercity rail link
stretching hundreds of miles across rugged
territory. Now think of the problems you’d
encounter trying to provide broadband
Internet access to the passengers on that
train—without wireless technology. The cost
would plunge most companies into
bankruptcy. And for your troubles? You’d
have a rigid infrastructure that, for all
practical purposes, would be rendered
useless if that rail link were to ever close or be moved, even just a few feet. Access/One
Network OWS can be located, relocated, scaled up or scaled down at minimal cost and
with virtually no disruption to services—a truly flexible network without wires. There’s
no question that wireless is the way of the future ... and the future is now.
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DELIVERS

ANY MIX OF BACKHAUL AND CLIENT CONNECTIVITY

SERVICES IN A SINGLE FORM FACTOR TO SIMPLIFY PLANNING AND
INSTALLATION, REDUCE DEPLOYMENT COSTS, AND ELIMINATE

B A C K H AU L & C L I E N T

THIRD PARTY POINTS OF FAILURE.
Access/One Network OWS builds on our proven indoor distributed mesh architecture
by offering backhaul and client connectivity services in a full duplex 802.11a/b/g
model, unlike competitive solutions that offer either a single wireless technology, half
duplex throughput, or require third party APs to provision client services. The roles of
specific nodes within the network are determined by the mix of wireless cards mounted
in the enclosure and how they are configured—either client connect, network connect,
or network server. All nodes utilizing the field serviceable enclosures can support up to
three client connect or network connect wireless modules.

Client Connect
This option provides access to client devices using 802.11a/b/g. Any mix of wireless
technologies can be used within a single node or across the entire network, supporting
normal transmission rates, Super-G or Turbo.

Network Connect
This option replaces Ethernet cabling and provides the mesh network infrastructure for
node interconnectivity. By default, the wireless link utilizes 152-bit AES encryption for
both management and user traffic.

Network Server
This option enables the distribution of control logic and internal protocols throughout
the network. And by establishing a master/slave relationship between multiple
network servers, traffic between subnets is managed more efficiently, resulting in
significantly reduced congestion and lower overheads. In addition, master network
servers transmit time and date packets to ensure that all network elements are
synchronized.
New technologies and network applications can be incorporated easily into
Access/One Network OWS. Each wireless card includes a 266 MHz processor with
RAM and flash memory sized to accommodate future trends in wireless coverage,
network security and network management.
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ACCESS/ONE NETWORK OWS

FORMS AN INTELLIGENT, SECURE

AND HIGHLY SCALABLE WIRELESS MESH WITH EDGE-TO-EDGE
COVERAGE AND BROADBAND PERFORMANCE EXTENDING OVER

I N S TA N T M E S H

LARGE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS.
“mesh: The space or interstice between the threads of a net.”
New English Dictionary, March 1932
Strix Systems is a leading innovator of wireless mesh technology, and unlike some
access point products that are scrambling to join the mesh community, Access/One
Network OWS was purposely developed with mesh in mind—not an afterthought and
not a product, but an intelligent, self-governing system.

Why Mesh?
Wireless mesh networks deliver unparalleled scalability and performance—the Internet
is a good example of a large distributed mesh architecture at work, although its
infrastructure is primarily wired. By eliminating the need for physical wires and
switches, the mesh approach to networking becomes accessible to public and private
networks that cover large geographic areas and that require the freedom to extend and
enhance their infrastructure quickly and economically.
But a wireless mesh solution is only as good as is its ability to fit seamlessly with
existing networking standards, like Ethernet. Without this capability any wireless mesh
network will be isolated and impractical. Access/One Network OWS is fully
interoperable with all Ethernet switching and routing protocols, including VPN
tunnels, VLANs, OSPF, RIP, Multicast, and so on.
The Strix mesh topology is inherently reliable and secure, and can be extended easily
from a few nodes to include thousands of nodes, making it an ideal solution for
applications with large geographic footprints (towns and cities) and for applications in
motion—public transit systems and emergency services (police, fire, ambulance).

Why a Strix Mesh?
Multi-radio, multi-RF and multi-channel capacity with the most efficient algorithms
means a high performance mesh capable of delivering high throughput over multiple
hops to the edge of the network.
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MULTI-RADIO, 108 MBPS

AND MULTI-HOP CAPABILITY FORMING AN

INTELLIGENT HIGH PERFORMANCE MESH, WHERE TRAFFIC IS ROUTED
ON OPTIMAL PATHS AND THE MESH AUTOMATICALLY SELF-TUNES AND

INTELLIGENCE

SELF-HEALS AS CONDITIONS CHANGE.
System intelligence is distributed throughout the mesh network, with security
parameters, monitoring rules and system upgrades managed conveniently from one
central location. This combination of distributed intelligence and centralized
management harnesses the full power of wireless networking and delivers a total
system solution that is reliable, efficient, and secure.

Self-Discovery
All network nodes identify themselves automatically to the network. As a result, each
node discovers the identities, configurations and the current active state of its
neighbors.

Self-Tuning and Self-Healing
Each node in the network establishes the optimal path to its closest neighbor. As the
wireless environment changes, such as the addition of a new node or link congestion,
data paths are re-evaluated (based on latency, throughput, etc.) and the network
automatically self-tunes to maintain performance at
peak levels. If a data path is lost, or if RF
interference impacts performance, the
network self-heals by re-routing traffic so
that nodes stay connected and data paths
remain optimized. All self-tuning and
self-healing processes are dynamic, occurring in
the background and in real time—without human
intervention.

Data Path Switching
Similar to standard Level 3 switching, all network nodes learn IP address information
on the fly and maintain a dynamic table of known Wi-Fi client modules. Each node
delivers this information to its associated network server, and because network servers
are synchronized, data is switched through the network seamlessly.
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CONTINUOUS BACKGROUND SCANNING, OR ELECTIVE
SCANNING, MAINTAINS AN EFFICIENT MESH AND ENABLES THE
SYSTEM TO CHOOSE BEST PATH AND BEST CHANNEL FOR

S TAY I N G C O N N E C T E D

CLIENTS, AND KEEP EVERYONE CONNECTED.
Background Scanning
When a wireless module within a network node first connects, it scans all available
channels and generates a list of potential client modules in the mesh that are reachable.
Scanning is continued in the background to maintain the list, enabling the system to
make ongoing decisions about best path and optimal channel selection, and keep
everyone connected.

Strix Mesh Summary
Actual experience shows that mesh networks provide benefits that no other network
topology—wireless or wired—can offer. They can cover extremely large areas and work
just as efficiently in stationary or mobile environments. With no single point of failure
and their ability to self-tune and self-heal, mesh performance is always at a peak while
maintenance costs and disruption to services is almost non-existent.
The Strix mesh offers multiradio, multi-RF and multichannel capacity, while
employing the most efficient
algorithms, to form a high
performance mesh solution
capable of delivering high
throughput—up to 108
Mbps—over multiple hops to
the edge of the network. With
out-of-the-box deployment
and auto-configuration,
Access/One Network OWS
delivers the mesh performance, reliability, security, and scalability that high volume
networks require—instantly!
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CARRIER

CLASS SECURITY, INCLUDING THE LATEST ENCRYPTION

AND AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOLS, ENSURES THAT THE
NETWORK IS ALWAYS FULLY PROTECTED AND DATA INTEGRITY IS

SECURITY

MAINTAINED.
Only authenticated users can gain access to the network, and all data flowing through
the network is encrypted using the latest wireless encryption standards, including
WPA2™ (Wi-Fi Protected Access 2) with 802.11i AES and subordinates.

Authentication and Authorization
Access/One Network OWS supports both local and remote user authentication. For
local authentication, Access/One Network OWS is responsible for determining whether
a user’s device has network privileges. For remote authentication, Access/One
Network OWS assumes the role of gatekeeper, blocking user access until an external
RADIUS server validates the user’s identity and authorizes access. The system
supports EAP encapsulated RADIUS exchanges, including the MD5, TLS, TTLS and
PEAP protocols, and is compatible with most common RADIUS servers (for example,
Microsoft Server, Funk Odyssey, and Cisco ACS).

Encryption
Encryption requires a cipher and a key. The cipher is the algorithm used to modify
clear text based on the key. Access/One Network OWS supports WEP, including
TKIP/MIC enhancements, and AES cipher suites, with either static or dynamic keys.

Mesh Security with Client Connect Privacy
Once the mesh is formed by admitting the appropriate network nodes, an inventory list
is created on the network server and distributed to all participating nodes and wireless
modules. The inventory list is used for bi-directional authentication of the wireless
modules whenever they communicate with each other. Devices not appearing in the
inventory list cannot participate in mesh topology building or exchange configuration
information. This prevents network or node hijacking by unauthorized users, and
prevents authorized users from accidentally cross-attaching to each other’s nodes.

Virtual/Strix™ and Priority/One™
Virtual/Strix and Priority/One support deployments of mixed use networks where
varying security schemes are implemented based on user type.
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OFFERS WEB-BASED, SNMP MIB AND COMMAND LINE INTERFACES
TO ACCESS/ONE NETWORK OWS, PROVIDING ALL THE MANAGEMENT
TOOLS NECESSARY TO CONFIGURE THE NETWORK FOR FUNCTIONAL

M A N AG E M E N T

EFFICIENCY, RELIABILITY, AND SECURITY.
Manager/One™ is a Strix proprietary Web Management Interface, residing on all
wireless modules within the Access/One Network OWS mesh. The interface uses a
tabbed page design with supporting frames, pull-down menus, pop-up dialogs, and a
mouse over feature to provide detailed knowledge about the network and its current
active state. From Manager/One, network administrators can manage Access/One
Network OWS at the network, subnet, node or module level. In addition,
Manager/One provides
several reporting
schemes, including
inventory analysis, rogue
AP detection, and system
logging (syslog) events.
The system supports
HTTP and HTTPs
(secure HTTP) to ensure
that your Manager/One
session is completely
encrypted and cannot be
compromised by
unauthorized users.

Other Management Options
Access/One Network OWS also supports 802.11 SNMP MIB (Management Information
Base), as well as Strix proprietary MIBs. Any MIB I or MIB II compliant SNMP
management console (such as CiscoWorks or HP OpenView) can be used to manage
your network remotely.
By default, Access/One Network OWS supports Telnet and SSH (Secure SHell)
protocols for remote network management via a Command Line Interface.
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ENABLES THE

DEPLOYMENT OF NETWORK SERVICES AND

APPLICATIONS WITH COVERAGE AREAS EXTENDING ACROSS
ENTIRE CITIES AND REGIONS, WITHOUT THE NEED FOR THIRD

METRO WI-FI

PARTY SWITCHES OR OTHER AGGREGATION EQUIPMENT.
Access/One Network OWS offers local government and private enterprise an
opportunity to build on their existing legacy systems and create coherent wireless
networks that extend and accelerate communications, service delivery, and new
municipal applications across towns, cities, and entire regions. Access/One Network
OWS can be used for building-to-building connectivity across metropolitan areas or to
create outdoor wireless hot zones in urban centers, recreation areas, business parks and
office districts—bringing broadband Internet access and high bandwidth
voice/data/video services to employees and citizens alike, regardless of their location
or mobility needs. Units can be mounted discreetly on public and government
buildings, along the streets on lamp-posts or dedicated poles, at intersections on traffic
signal systems, and billboards, etc.
Government Offices
Campus

MDU

Mobile

Business Park

Recreation Area
When combined with our indoor
product, Access/One OWS
provides in-building coverage as
part of the same Metro network.

Legacy
ega
eg
e
ga
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ACCESS/ONE NETWORK OWS

ALLOWS LOCAL

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES TO IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY AND
RELIABILITY OF THEIR BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND PROVIDE

P U B L I C S E C TO R

ENHANCED SERVICES TO EMPLOYEES AND CITIZENS.
Wireless Anywhere
As local government agencies take advantage of wireless networking, the information
contained in legacy databases becomes readily available to employees in the field—this
saves valuable time when the need arises to retrieve business-critical data, allowing
employees to be more productive and more effective, and providing the best possible
service to the public.

Sharing Data Resources
Because Access/One Network OWS uses standards-based IP networking and security
protocols, existing legacy systems are easily integrated into the network infrastructure,
allowing government agencies to access and exchange information on the fly. This
flexibility, combined with state-of-the-art security mechanisms, ensures that the
integrity of business-critical information is always maintained and the quality of the
services provided is to the highest standard.

Collecting Data
County and city inspectors, maintenance crews, and other valuable government
employees can be connected wirelessly via laptops and PDAs to capture important data
and file reports on-the-spot—this avoids delays and improves the accuracy of data
collection and reporting because there’s no need for transcriptions from handwritten
notes or memory.

Providing a Better Service
As government employees migrate to wireless, there’s little doubt that services to the
public will be enhanced, with information flowing seamlessly—in real time—between
the field and the office. In turn, government agencies themselves will provide a higher
quality of service to their counterparts in other departments and districts.
Metro Wi-Fi brings ubiquitous wireless access with high bandwidth to anyone resident
in the metropolitan area—government, business, or private citizen—or to business
travelers and vacationers who are simply passing through.
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BRIDGES THE

COMMUNICATION GAP BETWEEN PUBLIC SAFETY

AGENCIES AND THE COMMUNITIES THEY SERVE, EXTENDING THE
REACH OF VITAL INFORMATION AND SERVICES ACROSS THE

I N TO T H E C O M M U N I T Y

ENTIRE COMMUNITY SPECTRUM.
With Access/One Network OWS, police, fire, and emergency services have the ability
to share vital information in real time, allocate and manage resources more efficiently,
and shorten response times to enhance public safety in the community. And as
communities grow, the wireless mesh can grow with them without disruption to
services or the need for major capital expenditure. Some of the obvious municipal
community-related applications include IP video surveillance and bi-directional video
imaging, data exchange between community services and public safety agencies, traffic
signal control, emergency street lighting, and state-of-the-art security resources for
neighborhood watch groups. In addition, Access/One Network OWS can enable a wide
range of services that extend the reach of community information into the homes and
vehicles of its citizens—for example, to ease traffic congestion by providing road status
information to commuters in real time.

Legacy
ega
e
eg
g
ga
a

Control Center
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PROVIDES

LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES AND EMERGENCY

SERVICES WITH A ROBUST AND SECURE WIRELESS SOLUTION
FOR VEHICLES AND CONTROL CENTERS, IMPROVING EMERGENCY

PUBLIC SAFETY

RESPONSE MEASURES, MONITORING AND DATA EXCHANGE
IP Video and Voice Exchange
The high bandwidth capability that Access/One Network OWS provides allows IP
video and voice data to be exchanged between mobile units and control centers. Police,
fire and medical personnel can use their laptops or PDAs to wirelessly connect with
any camera connected to the network, including their own in-vehicle cameras. This
capability is useful for exchanging live data between incident locations and control
centers, enabling specialists to monitor emergency situations and provide instructions
based on live events they can both see and hear.

Surveillance and Crime Detection
Police officers can monitor and capture live surveillance images from any location
within the network. In addition, law enforcement agencies can share secure databases
and exchange critical information, such as fingerprints, photographs of suspects and
criminal records, incident reports, warrants, etc.

Collaboration
Police officers, field agents, firemen and medical response teams can communicate and
collaborate with each other wirelessly, sharing vital information across multiple legacy
databases, to enhance their effectiveness in crisis situations.

Traffic Control
Wireless allows traffic signals to become an integral part of the network, enabling
police officers to control light patterns during incidents. In addition, live video feeds
from roadside locations can help officers to better respond to changing conditions.

Neighborhood Watch
Live video and voice data from local neighborhood watch areas can be readily available
to law enforcement agencies.
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CREATES

A STABLE HIGH SPEED WIRELESS NETWORK FOR

APPLICATIONS IN MOTION, LIKE METRO TRANSIT AND HIGH SPEED
INTERCITY RAIL LINKS, PROVIDING UNINTERRUPTED BROADBAND

S O L U T I O N S I N M OT I O N

SERVICES TO PASSENGERS AND OPERATORS.
Access/One Network OWS has the ability to perform very fast switchovers between
nodes within the mesh which makes it an effective and reliable solution for
deployments where broadband service is required in high speed environments, such as
intercity rail links where trains move routinely at speeds in excess of 300 kilometers per
hour. With no wires, and with its ability to self-configure and self-heal (no single point
of failure), Access/One Network OWS is an obvious choice when considering network
solutions that need to keep up in a fast-paced environment. Whether distances span a
few kilometers or hundreds of kilometers, Access/One Network OWS delivers a highly
scalable network with the speeds and services you need in a reliable and secure
package.
Departure Point

Networks in motion for
passengers in motion

Destination
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ALLOWS TRANSIT

AUTHORITIES TO BETTER MANAGE THEIR

RESOURCES AND STREAMLINE SERVICES WHILE IMPROVING THE
OVERALL PASSENGER EXPERIENCE BY ENHANCING SECURITY

PUBLIC TRANSIT

AND RESPONDING EFFECTIVELY TO DEMAND.
Because Access/One Network OWS was designed and tested for high speed
applications in motion, such as intercity rail links, serving the slower metro trains and
buses becomes a breeze. The principal is the same, taking advantage of the mesh
network’s ability to switch between nodes almost instantly while configuring itself for
optimal performance. In addition to keeping vehicles in motion connected to the
network, wireless allows public transit agencies to access information in real time,
manage their operational resources more efficiently, enhance passenger and vehicle
security, and sustain a high quality service to their passengers.

Stations
Deploying wireless networks at stations and bus terminals can improve ticketing and
fare collection, support passenger information kiosks, provide video surveillance, and
enable WLAN services for passengers.

Smart Trains and Buses
In-vehicle networks can connect back to the transit agency network, allowing trains and
buses to roam through the city while remaining connected to the network. This ability
to stay connected maintains intelligence within each vehicle and allows the system to
support a variety of applications, such as GPS, vehicle diagnostics, crew scheduling
and vehicle routing, audio visual announcements to passengers, on-board video
surveillance, multimedia entertainment, and fare collection. In addition to providing a
wide range of passenger services, wireless networks can also be used to monitor
vehicle behavior and handling criteria to ensure that individual operators are working
safely and effectively.

Tracks and Roadways
Establishing an intelligent wireless corridor along railroad tracks and roadways enables
integrated communications between moving vehicles and control systems, provides
video surveillance along routes, and allows the vehicle to stay connected to broadband
WLAN services regardless of the vehicle motion or location.
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OFFERING

MULTIPLE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES WITH FIELD

SERVICEABLE OR FACTORY SEALED ENCLOSURES IN VARIOUS
SIZES, ALL

NEMA 4X

RATED FOR PROTECTION IN THE

A ROBUST SYSTEM

HARSHEST OF CONDITIONS.
The hardware component of Access/One
Network OWS is available in either field
serviceable or factory sealed fiberglass enclosures,
all rated to withstand adverse environmental
conditions, including extreme temperatures and
temperature fluctuations, high humidity, strong
winds, driving rain, fog, snow, hail, salty air,
shock and vibration. Enclosures can be mounted
on poles or buildings. All internal circuitry for
data, power and antenna functions is fully protected against lightning strikes, with
ratings that exceed industry standards.

Rugged Outdoor Enclosures
OWS field serviceable enclosures come in
two sizes, supporting up to three dual mode
wireless technologies that provide
concurrent 802.11a and 802.11b/g
functionality.
The larger enclosure houses the OWS 3600
series and measures 14 x 12 x 8 inches. The
smaller enclosure houses the OWS 2400
series and measures 12 x 10 x 6 inches.
All enclosures are NEMA 4X rated for the outdoor environment. Power is supplied via
Active Ethernet with either 802.3af or Cisco proprietary PoE, or through a direct AC
connection with auto-sensing 110/230 VAC (50/60Hz). Optional accessories, including
a heating element and DC power option are also available.
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WHETHER IT’S VOICE,

DATA OR VIDEO,

ACCESS/ONE NETWORK OWS

HAS THE PROVEN TECHNOLOGY AND FEATURES FOR PROVISIONING
RELIABLE AND SECURE HIGH SPEED WIRELESS NETWORKS IN TOWNS,

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

CITIES, OR ENTIRE REGIONS.
Wireless
◗ Wireless Standards: IEEE 802.11a/b/g
◗ Frequency Bands:
802.11a
- 5.15 - 5.25 GHz, 5.25 - 5.35 GHz
- 5.470 - 5.725 GHz (capable)
- 5.725 - 5.850 GHz
802.11b/g
- 2.4 - 2.462 GHz (Americas, FCC)
- 2.4 - 2.472 GHz (Europe, ETSI)
- 2.4 - 2.497 GHz (Japan, MKK)
◗ Data Rates (Mbps):
- 6, 9, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 54 (802.11a/b/g)
- 12, 18, 24, 36, 48, 72, 96, 108 (802.11a Turbo
mode)
◗ Wireless Medium:
802.11a – OFDM, 802.11b/g – DSSS
◗ Modulation:
802.11a – BPSK, QPSK, 16 QAM, 64 QAM
802.11b/g – DBPSK, DQPSK, CCK
◗ Operating Channels:
802.11a
- 13 (Americas, FCC) 8 indoor, 5 outdoor
- 13+ (Europe, ETSI), 13 (Japan, MKK)
802.11b/g
- 11 (Americas, FCC)
- 13 (Europe, ETSI), 13 (Japan, MKK)
◗ Transmit Power:
Configuration dependent—contact Strix
Systems
◗ Receiver Diversity
◗ Receiver Sensitivity:
Configuration dependent—contact Strix
Systems
◗ LO (crystal) Frequency Stability:
+/-20PPM within normal op. range of 0° to
55°C

Electrical
◗ Power Input: Auto-sensing 120/240 VAC, 50/60
Hz, single and split phase, with ANSI/IEEE
C62.41 category C3 integrated branch circuit
protection
◗ AC Power Consumption: 25W typical, 42W
maximum
◗ DC Input: 12/24V, 6A maximum
◗ 802.3af PoE (Power-over-Ethernet)

Protection Circuits
◗ Antenna Lightning Protection: < 9µJ for 6kV/3kA
@ 8/20µs waveform
◗ Electrical Protection: ANSI/IEEE C62.41, UL 1449
2nd edition; 10kA @ 8/20 µs waveform, 36kA per
phase; L-L, L-N, L-PE
◗ Data Protection: EN61000-4-2 Level 4 ESD
Immunity
◗ EN61000-4-5 Level 4 AC Surge Immunity
◗ EN61000-4-4 Level 4 Elect. Fast Transient Burst
Immun.
◗ EN61000-4-3 EMV Field Immunity

Environmental
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

Operating Temperature: -30°C to +55°C
Storage Temperature: -45°C to +85°C
Humidity: 10% to 90% non-condensing
Weather Rating: IP67 weather tight
Wind Survivability: >165 mph
Wind Loading (165 mph): <1024 newtons
Salt/Fog/Rust Resistance: Mil-STD-810F 509.4
Shock & Vibration: ESTI 300-192-4 spec T41.E
Class 4M3 and Mil-STD-810
Transportation: ISTA 2A and Mil-STD-810

Physical
◗ Dimensions (excluding accessories):
2400 Series
- 12” high x 10” wide x 6” deep
3600 Series
- 14” high x 12” wide x 8” deep
◗ Weight:
2400 Series
- 14.5lbs (6.58 Kg)
3600 Series
- 16.5lbs (7.48 Kg)
◗ NEMA 4X rated for outdoor enclosures
◗ Wall mount and pole mount brackets included

Security
◗ Authentication: 802.1x support, including
RADIUS client, EAP-MD5, EAP-TLS, and PEAPTTLS, WPA
◗ Encryption: IEEE 802.11i (WPA2) with AES, and
WEP
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ACCESS/ONE OUTDOOR

BRINGS AN EFFECTIVE, RELIABLE AND

SECURE WIRELESS SOLUTION TO

PUBLIC TRANSIT

AND

METRO WI-FI, HOT ZONE,

PUBLIC SAFETY

DEPLOYMENTS WHERE

T E C H N I C A L S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

LIMITS ARE SET ONLY BY THE IMAGINATION.
Remote Management
◗ Web, CLI and SNMP interfaces
◗ Supports BOOTP, DHCP, Telnet, SSH, HTTP,
HTTPs, and FTP
◗ SNMP: MIB II, 802.11 MIB, and Strix private
MIBs

Approvals
◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

FCC CFR47 Part 15, Class A
Industry Canada RSS210
EN60950 cTUVus Listed I.T.E
UL 579/IEC 60529 IP67, rated for outdoor use
UL 1449 2nd edition / IEC 60664-1

◗ CAN/CSA-C22.2 60950-00
◗ VCCI Class A

Optional Accessories
◗ In-line antenna lightning protection
◗ Quick connect/disconnect mounting bracket with
theft deterrent
◗ Street light NEMA photo-electric power taps
◗ Battery
◗ Heating element

Warranty
◗ One year parts and labor

Ordering Information (2400 Series)

Ordering Information (3600 Series)

OWS 2410
Part Number: 680-0107-01
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 1-802.11a
and 1-802.11g radio, 2 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3620
Part Number: 680-0107-07
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a
and 2-802.11g radios, 4 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 2410-HTR
Part Number: 680-0107-02
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 1-802.11a
and 1-802.11g radios, heater and temperature sensor, 2
type N antenna connectors, 1 multi-use power connector,
and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3620-HTR
Part Number: 680-0107-08
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a
and 2-802.11g radios, heater and temperature sensor, 4
type N antenna connectors, 1 multi-use power connector,
and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 2410-DC
Part Number: 680-0107-03
12 VDC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 1-802.11a and
1-802.11g radios, 2 type N antenna connectors, 1 multiuse power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3620-DC
Part Number: 680-0107-09
12/24 VDC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a
and 2-802.11g radios, 4 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 2420
Part Number: 680-0107-04
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a
and 2-802.11g radios, 4 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3630
Part Number: 680-0107-10
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 3-802.11a
and 3-802.11g radios, 6 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 2420-HTR
Part Number: 680-0107-05
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a
and 2-802.11g radios, heater and temperature sensor, 4
type N antenna connectors, 1 multi-use power connector,
and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3630-HTR
Part Number: 680-0107-11
110/220 VAC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 3-802.11a
and 3-802.11g radios, heater and temperature sensor, 6
type N antenna connectors, 1 multi-use power connector,
and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 2420-DC
Part Number: 680-0107-06
12 VDC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 2-802.11a and
2-802.11g radios, 4 type N antenna connectors, 1 multiuse power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

OWS 3630-DC
Part Number: 680-0107-12
12/24 VDC auto-sensing, preconfigured with 3-802.11a
and 3-802.11g radios, 6 type N antenna connectors, 1
multi-use power connector, and 1 Ethernet connector.

To learn more about us, or to purchase Access/One Outdoor, contact your Strix reseller,
or call our toll free number at: 1.877.STRIXSYS (1.877.787.4979)
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Strix Systems, Networks Without Wires, and Access/One Outdoor are trademarks, in the United States and certain
other countries, of Strix Systems. Additional company and product names may be trademarks or registered
trademarks of the individual companies and are respectfully acknowledged.

